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Abstract—This paper presents Telemetron, the first active
bandwidth measurement tool that can estimate the path capacity
between two remote hosts, from an off-path Measuring Machine
(MM). It is possible to induce traffic flow between off-path remote
hosts—sending request packets to one host, with a spoofed source
IP, will cause the first host to send reply packets to the other. The
challenge for MM is to measure the rate at which these packets
arrive at the second machine. Our key observation is that if the
second machine has a global IP-ID counter, the arrival of packets
can be monitored remotely, using probes from MM. By observing
the rate of increment in the global IP-ID counter, MM estimates
the path capacity between remote hosts. Telemetron shows high
accuracy; on average, the path capacity reported is 92.5% of the
theoretical limit.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network bandwidth is a key parameter of network perfor-

mance, affecting the entire range of Internet applications and

protocols. Traffic engineering, load balancing, and capacity

planning all depend on measuring and estimating network

bandwidth. As a result, there is a considerable body of research

literature [1], [2] devoted to various kinds of bandwidth, such

as capacity (maximum total rate of data transmission over

a path), available bandwidth (unused capacity over a path,

available to new flows), etc.

In this paper, we focus on capacity, i.e., the maximum rate

at which data can be transmitted over a network path. This is

the metric commonly used by ISPs to plan their operations —

e.g., Malloy et al. [3] and Fichou et al. [4] develop systems for

the optimal allocation of capacity to multiple users. Network

operators also use capacity estimation to identify bottleneck

links [5], select best paths, perform traffic engineering, etc.
Prior researchers propose several techniques to estimate

capacity between two Internet hosts: variable packet size,

packet pair and packet train dispersion methods [2]. Such

techniques vary the number of packets, their size, etc., and

measure the bottleneck capacity. However, all such methods

suffer from a common weakness: they require the user to have

direct access to the source, the destination, or both. In other
words, no existing tool can find the path capacity between two
remote hosts. Yet, there is a real need for off-path capacity

estimation. For instance, in the recently proposed Time Series

Latency Probes (TSLP) technique to find under-provisioned

inter-AS links [6], the authors cannot find link capacities, and

are forced to assume that all links between two networks have

the same capacity. Knowledge of the actual link capacities

would greatly increase the accuracy of such predictions.

This paper introduces and demonstrates Telemetron (Fig. 1),

a novel tool that measures path capacity between two remote
machines (end hosts or routers) using only measurements from

an off-path measuring machine (MM). We require no control
over either the source or the destination of the path measured.
Telemetron measures the capacity of the path, through a novel

use of the IP-ID counter on the destination machine.

To measure the amount of traffic transmitted between

the two remote machines (named source and destination),

Telemetron sends spoofed packets to the source. These spoofed

packets elicit responses from source, directed to destination.

The responses, in turn, trigger replies from destination. The

IP-ID counter at destination is incremented each time it sends

a reply packet. If the destination machine uses a global IP-ID

counter [7], the MM is able to remotely measure this increment

in IP-ID. From the rate of change in IP-ID, MM learns the

rate of arrival of packets at destination. As it knows the size

of the packets, MM is able to estimate the path capacity.

Telemetron can be used to measure the capacity of any
network path ending in a machine whose TCP/IP stack uses a

global IP-ID counter1—whether this machine is an end host or
a router. This makes it more useful than existing techniques,

which require the experimenter to have control over one or

both end-points of the path being measured (and which are

thus mostly used for end hosts). Thus, in future, Telemetron

could be used to augment large-scale Internet maps [9], [10]

with link data for under-served networks.

1A recent conservative scan of the entire Internet by Salutari et al. [7],
revealed ≈ 480, 000 machines with global IP-ID counters and Li et al. [8]
identified 222, 782 global IP-ID hosts within the US, indicating that such
points are not hard to find.
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II. BACKGROUND AND RELEVANT WORK

Several existing tools measure the path capacity between

two hosts: Pathchar [11], Nettimer [1], PathRate [12] etc. In all

such approaches, the path source transmits a series of packets

(packet train) to the path destination, varying their quantity and

lengths. The end-to-end delay of the received packet train is

known as dispersion. The amount of data transmitted through

the packet train, divided by dispersion, is used to estimate

the path capacity. Prasad et al. [2] provide a comprehensive

review of all such techniques. However, all existing techniques

require at least one of the end points to be in control of the

experimenter.

Our novel tool, Telemetron, requires control of neither the

source nor the destination (of the path we measure). It relies on

an off-path MM sending the spoofed packet train to manipulate

the global IP-ID counter of the destination.

The IP-ID is a 16-bit field in the IPv4 header, originally

used to assist in the reassembly of fragmented packets at

the receiver. Several TCP/IP implementations make use of

a global IP-ID counter, i.e., the IP-ID field is incremented

by one on every outgoing packet. Telemetron’s use of global

IP-ID counters for measuring path capacity, was inspired by

previous authors who use IP-ID for network measurements.

• The first such use, Antirez’ Idle Scan [13], was a port

scanning technique for the tool nmap. It used the IP-ID

field to covertly identify open TCP ports on a remote host.

• Bellovin [14] used IP-ID to find the number of hosts behind

a NATed IP. Keys et al. [15] developed Midar, which uses

IP-ID to resolve router aliases in network maps.

• Ensafi et al. [16] made use of IP-ID variations to remotely

detect censorship in a target country. In 2021, Li et al. [8]

used these IP-ID variations to confirm the IP blocklist used

by the remote hosts.

Despite its dependence on global IP-ID, we assert that

Telemetron is far more generally useful than existing methods,

which need the user to have privileges on path source and/or

destination machines. Telemetron can remotely compute path

capacity from any machine to any global IP-ID machine,

and a considerable fraction of machines on the Internet have

such global counters. A recent large-scale scan [7], checking

one random IP from each /24 prefix, identified over 480, 000
machines with global IP-ID.

III. APPROACH

A. Pre-requisites for Telemetron

The specific requirements of different entities in the

Telemetron system (as shown in Fig. 1) are as follows.

Measurement Machine (MM ): (1) IP-Spoofing: MM needs

IP spoofing, so as to impersonate as Re to Rf .

Reflector (Rf ): (1) Port constraint: At least one TCP port must

be open (Pf ) so that Rf replies with SYN/ACK packet for a

new SYN packet.

Receptor (Re): (1) Port constraint: At least one TCP port must

be closed (Pe) so that Re generates RST packets in response

to SYN/ACK packets2. (2) It must have a global IP-ID counter.

We also assume that the firewalls of the remote machines

i.e., path source (reflector Rf ) and path destination (receptor

Re) are not set to filter our probe packets.
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MM
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Figure 1. Telemetron: Estimating capacity between reflector and receptor
from MM.

B. Working of Telemetron:

Step-by-step, Telemetron works as follows. (Fig. 1):

1) MM sends a SYN/ACK packet to a closed port (Pe) on

Re. Re replies with a RST packet to MM . The reply

contains, the IP-ID value of Re.

2) MM sends a packet train (Fig. 2) to Rf . All these

packets have spoofed source IP address, and appear

to be from Re. The packet train consists of chunks,

each comprising of one standard 40 byte SYN packet

(src.port = Pe, dest.port = Pf ) and n ICMP echo

request packets, each of 1400 bytes. The SYN packets

are all identical, except that we increment the sequence

number of each successive SYN packet by one3.

40B

Spoofed with IP of Re 

ICMP echo requests ICMP echo requests

1400B

n

SYNseq=2SYNseq=1 SYNseq=3

Figure 2. Packet train which MM sends to Rf .

3) On reception of packet train

a) Rf , responds with a new packet train (Fig. 3). Note

that these packets are addressed to Re, as Rf believes

it is replying to packets from Re.

For the first SYN packet seen by Rf , it generates a

SYN/ACK. For the n ICMP echo requests, it generates

n ICMP echo replies. Next, Rf receives a fresh SYN

packet that again appears to be arriving from Re.

2Almost all machines generally have port 113 (Ident port) closed.
3If SYN packets share a sequence number, Rf would drop them as

duplicates.
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However, as per the TCP standard (RFC 7934) this

fresh SYN elicits RST/ACK. And once again, for the

succeeding n ICMP echo requests, it generates n ICMP

echo replies.

Thus, the Rf generates SYN/ACKs for odd numbered

SYNs, RST/ACKs for even numbered SYNs, and

ICMP replies for all Echo requests.

b) Re receives the packet train from Rf .

From Re’s perspective, these packets are all unso-

licited and were received on a closed port. So for

every SYN/ACK packet from Rf , Re generates a RST

packet. It also ignores the rest of the packets.

The generation of RST packets causes Re to incre-

ment its IP-ID. The IP-ID increment is equal to the

number of SYN/ACK packets it receives. Between one

SYN/ACK and the next, there will be 2n ICMP echo

reply messages (of 1400 bytes each) and one RST/ACK

packet (Fig. 3); all these packets are dropped by the

kernel of Re.

ICMP echo replies

1400 B

RST/ACK ICMP echo replies SYN/ACK

40B

SYN/ACK

2n+1

Figure 3. Packet train which Rf sends to Re.

4) After sending the packet train (Fig. 2) to Rf , MM
probes Re with SYN/ACK packets. We denote the time

difference between the successive probes to be δ time

units.

Re replies with RST packets that contain its global IP-

ID value at that instant. The difference in IP-ID values,

obtained from the responses of two successive probes, is

proportionate to the volume of traffic received at Re in

the time between these probes.

If in δ time, MM observes the IP-ID to be incremented

by I , it estimates the capacity between Rf and Re as:

C(Rf , Re) =
(ICMP bytes)+ (TCP bytes)

time

=
(I ∗ 2n ∗ 1400) + (40 ∗ (2I − 1))

δ

We explain this with an example.

In our experiments, for a particular (Rf , Re) pair, we set

C(MM, Rf ) to 100 Mbps and C(Rf ,Re) to 10 Mbps.

MM sent spoofed packet train (Fig. 2) with high data rate

(1 Gbps) to Rf . The packet train reached Rf at the rate of

≈ 100 Mbps (as C(MM, Rf ) is 100 Mbps, and limits the flow

rate). In response, Rf generated a new packet train to Re (ref.

Fig. 3). This (response) packet train reached Re at a rate of

≈ 10 Mbps (as C(Rf ,Re) is 10 Mbps).

At the same time, MM also sent probe packets (SYN/ACK)

to Re, at δ time intervals. MM observed the IP-ID was

4If a SYN arrives when a TCP connection is already established, or is
underway, and its seq. no. is within the receive window, the receiver sends a
RST and terminates the connection.

incremented by I over time δ, and estimated the bandwidth

as per the above equation.

Keeping n = 10, δ = 250 ms, we actually observed I = 11.

Thus Telemetron reported C(Rf , Re) = 9.86 Mbps.

Packet Train in Telemetron: We observed that trains with

small sized packets (40 byte TCP SYN with no payload) were

insufficient to fully utilize the link capacity. Prasad et al. [2]

also presented a similar observation—large packet sizes (>
500 bytes) are required to achieve the maximum data rate.

Even when we crafted MTU size SYN packets from MM and

sent them to Rf , the response from Rf still consisted of 40
byte SYN/ACK packets, and could not fully utilize the path

capacity between Rf and Re. A packet train with only SYN
packets was able to cause IP-ID increment and reflection, but
failed to fully utilize the link capacity.

The ICMP echo requests, each of 1400 bytes, resulted in

responses (1400 byte ICMP echo replies generated from Rf )

that fully utilized the link bandwidth. However, ICMP replies
by themselves would fail to increment the IP-ID counter (as
they would simply be dropped by Re).

Thus, we used a combination of SYN and ICMP packets

to build the probe train (ref. Sec. III). ICMP Echo replies

with 1400 byte payload were used to exhaust bandwidth, and

SYN/ACKs (from Rf ) trigger RSTs from Re, thus increment-

ing its global IP-ID counter.

Implementation of Telemetron: The code for Telemetron’s

packet train was written in C and used Raw Sockets, to

achieve maximum possible data rate of 1 Gbps (our MM had

1 Gb interface cards). Our packet train consists of 10-20 ICMP

packets placed between two SYN packets. The number of

ICMP packets sent, also has an impact on capacity estimation.

If there are too many ICMP packets in the train, MM observes

very few IP-ID perturbations in duration δ. (A train composed

mostly of ICMP packet has few TCP SYN/ACK packets, and

it is the SYN/ACK packets that elicit RSTs and increment

the IP-ID counter.) On the other hand, with too few ICMP

packets to pad the train, one may observe the adverse impact of

packet reorderings. E.g., the receptor might receive a burst of

SYN/ACK packets, which arrive before the separating ICMP

packets; this causes incorrect and fluctuating measurements.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

We now explain the experiments that we conducted to

establish the efficacy of Telemetron. Fig. 4 represents our setup

for testing Telemetron in a controlled lab environment.

We used Telemetron to measure the capacity of a network

path including a known bottleneck (between Nodes 1 and 2),

so the ground truth was the (known) capacity of that link. We

observed the effects of varying (1) Capacity of the bottleneck

link. (2) Amount of cross-traffic (from Nodes 3 and 5, to Node

1). Table I presents our results.

The first set of results (Rows 1 – 3) show the performance of

Telemetron in the absence of cross-traffic. In all tests (varying

the bottleneck at node 2 from 10 to 1000 Mbps), Telemetron

returned an estimate close to the actual capacity (column 3).
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MM

Bottleneck link
Node 1

(Receptor)

Node 4
(Reflector)

Node 2 Node 5

Node 3

Figure 4. Laboratory setup: Six desktop machines equipped with 1
Gbps interface cards, on an Ethernet network. Node 1, with global
IP-ID counter, was designated Re. Node 4 was Rf . Node 2 acted as
intermediate hop between Rf and Re. Nodes 3 and 5 were used to
generate background traffic.

The second set of results show the effect of inflexible
background traffic (i.e., existing UDP/ICMP traffic from node

3 and node 5 to node 1). Column 2 shows the cross-traffic

injected in the network. In these tests, MM sent the probe

train to node 4 at 100 Mbps.

We conclude that in the absence of cross-traffic, Telemetron

reports capacity accurately (≈ 100 Mbps). In the presence of

non-adaptive cross-traffic (non-TCP flows), which competes

with the Telemetron packet train, the capacity is proportionally
divided among the flows. Telemetron, of course, can only

report the capacity experienced by its flow, the packet train.

Actual Inflexible Capacity
Capacity Cross-Traffic measured
(Mbps) (Mbps) (Mbps)
1000 0 946
100 0 96
10 0 9.4

100 49
75 55.6

100 50 67.2
30 76.16
10 96.32

Table I
CAPACITY ESTIMATION IN THE LAB ENVIRONMENT.

For instance, when total cross-traffic (from node 3 and node

5 to node 1) totaled 100 Mbps, and the probe packet train was

also transmitted at 100 Mbps, Telemetron recorded a capacity

of 49 Mbps (ref. Table I).

We then experimentally observed how TCP cross-traffic

impacts the behavior of Telemetron. We set node 3 to be the

server; node 1, as client, downloaded a large (1 GByte) file

from the server using the utility wget. The initial download

rate (TCP flow) was 88 Mbps, which is slightly lower than

the capacity estimated by Telemetron (ICMP flow). Then,

Telemetron was executed from MM and capacity between

node 4 and 1, was estimated to be 95.3 Mbps, (which is

close to 96 Mbps measured without TCP cross-traffic). TCP

throughput, on the other hand, was sharply reduced (to roughly

327 KBps) due to the shared link between node 2 and node 1.

We thus conclude that capacity measurement with Telemetron

is not impacted by TCP traffic, most likely because TCP is

very sensitive to packet loss (and adjusts to congestion by

“backing off”). Over a range of experiments, varying flows of

both TCP and non-TCP cross-traffic, and varying the capacity

of the bottleneck (10, 100, and 1000 Mbps), we consistently

observed the expected capacity values.

V. CONCLUSION

The existing tools for bandwidth measurement require the

observer to control at least one end of the path, whose

bandwidth is to be measured. This paper introduces a new

tool, Telemetron, which can measure network path capacity

between any two hosts from a single off-path vantage point.

Telemetron is reliable and accurate in practice. In in-lab

tests, it reports capacity of about 93% of the theoretical limits,

which compares favorably to existing tools. We intend to test

this tool on Internet and expect that this tool may become

useful for large-scale measurement of capacity (a direction

we intend to explore in future).
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